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It is important to understand the Asia opportunity
Asian economic
growth

Opportunity for
Australia

Historical trade in
resources

Growth in the
services sector

Need for Asia
capabilities

Source: Asialink, Developing an Asia Capable Workforce: A National
Strategy (2012)
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So why are Australian businesses holding back?
9%

9% of Australian businesses are currently operating in Asia

12%

Only 12% of Australian companies have any experience of doing
business in Asia

65%

Around two thirds of Australian businesses have no intention of
changing their stance towards Asia in the next 2-3 years

23%

Of Australia’s large companies, half are doing business in Asia
but only 23% have staff on the ground in-market

12%

For those large companies that did have an Asian strategy, the
total contribution of it to their bottom line was only 12%

Australian business leaders are
deciding not to pursue
opportunities in Asia, especially
given their often short tenures and
the long term approach and
commitment required to achieve
success in Asia

Source: PwC, Passing us by: Why Australian businesses are missing
the Asian opportunity. And what can they do about it (2014)
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Building the right capabilities is critical to achieving
business success in Asia
A survey of Australian business leaders demonstrated that the higher the proportion of senior leaders
who have cultural training, speak an Asian language or have lived and worked in Asia for more than 3
months, the more likely business performance will exceed expectations.
Australian business leaders with Asia experience and business
performance in Asia
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Board members speak
Asian language
Board members had
culture experience and/or
pre-departure training
Board members lived
in Asia
Senior executives speak
an Asian language
Board members worked
in Asia for more than
three months at a time
Board executives lived
in Asia

23
%

Senior executives had
cultural experience and/or
pre-departure training

19
%

Worse than expected

As expected

Better than expected

Reported business performance in Asia

Senior executives worked
in Asia for more than
three months at a time
Average

Source: The Australian Industry Group and Asialink Survey, Engaging Asia: Getting it right for Australian
business (2011)
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What can we learn from Australian businesses that are
already successfully engaging with Asia?

NIHAO GLOBAL

INFOACTIV

MACK VALVES

These case studies
highlight a range of small to
medium sized businesses
that have achieved
business success in Asia
across a number of
countries and sectors.
These businesses have
adopted a range of different
approaches to market entry.

Source: Asialink, Case Studies (various)

MIDWAY METALS

BUNDABERG
BREWED DRINKS

THE
HONEYCOMBERS
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Bundaberg Brewed Drinks is a family owned Queensland
based business which has achieved success across Asia
Key learnings



Don't rush, take your time with Asia



Find the right partner – do your research and choose carefully



Build a successful partnership



Don't bite off more than you can chew



Build your own Asia Recipe

Source: Asialink, Case Study: Bundaberg Brewed Drinks
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So what do Australian family businesses need in order
to be successful in Asia?
Family businesses in Australia need to build Asia capabilities – the personal and organisational
qualities, skills, knowledge and attitudes that help organisations and individuals to manage new,
unfamiliar business environments with confidence.
Individual capabilities

Organisational capabilities

• Capacity to deal with government

• Leadership committed to an Asia-focused strategy

• Sophisticated knowledge of Asian markets /
environments

• Customised Asian talent management

• Extensive experience operating in Asia

• Customised offering / value proposition based on
customer insights

• Long-term trusted Asian relationships

• Tailored organisational design with tendency to local
autonomy

• Ability to adapt behaviour to Asian cultural contexts
• Supportive processes to share Asian learnings
• Useful level of language proficiency

Ultimately those businesses that have achieved success
in Asia have sought to develop these capabilities.
Source: Asialink, Developing an Asia Capable
Workforce: A National Strategy (2012)
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How can you start to build Asia capabilities?

Events

Training Programs

Information Products

Attend business networking and
information events to gain
perspectives from leading business
figures in the region, and access
invaluable networks of like-minded
business people

Enrol in training programs which
will provide the skills and
knowledge necessary for doing
business in Asia, including
understanding Asian business
cultures, and more advanced topics
such as developing an Asia market
entry strategy or negotiating in an
Asian context

Leverage easy-to-understand,
practical information resources on
doing business in Asia, including
case studies and country-specific
information packs
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Questions?
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Contact

Mukund Narayanamurti
Chief Executive Officer, Asialink Business
E: m.narayanamurti@asialink.unimelb.edu.au
P: +61 3 8344 4509
M: +61 466 525 933
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